13330122 – Dušan D.

King Stefan Dušan grants to the citizens of Dubrovnik the peninsula of Stonski rat (Pelješac), the coastal region from Ston to the old Dubrovnik border and the island of Posrednica in exchange for a yearly tribute of 500 perper (hyperpera) to be paid every Easter (version in Serbian, Ottoman court copy B).

22 January 1333

Authentic copy by official Ottoman scribe (cca 1472). - Archive: Državni arhiv u Dubrovniku, Beč 995b. - 445 x 300–305 mm - Paper - Torn in half. One row unreadable. - Seal description: none

cop. - A), B), C) and LAT) in this collection.

Lj. Stojanović, Povelje i pisma I–1, 48–52, no. 54 (as variations); D. Ječmenica, SSA 9, 32 (only color photos). -

Original date: In the year 6833, in the month of January, 22nd day.